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	This book sheds new light on language and literature teaching, and offers examples of teaching language in virtual environments. Providing an overview of virtual environments for teaching, it also includes chapters devoted to methodology design for second language teaching in these environments. Further it describes tools for second/ foreign language teaching and proposals for specific second language teaching in virtual environments. Lastly, it presents experiments on literature teaching in virtual environments and discusses the future of technology in education. With interdisciplinary appeal, the book is a particularly valuable resource for scholars with an interest in technology, language teaching and literature teaching.
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FrontPage 2003 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2004
Tips also work for FrontPage 2002 and 2000      

Your one-stop guide to creating great-looking Web sites with FrontPage 2003      

Ready to put the fun back into Web development and create a fantastic site? From building basic HTML pages to complex pages with Cascading Style Sheets, this one-stop guide to FrontPage 2003 covers it...
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Spaces, Spatiality and Technology (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2005
What are the concerns of those who investigate spatiality across domains and across media? What is significant in these concerns - particularly for the design and evaluation of technology? How are these concerns represented? Can discourse from one domain inform work in another?
These are some of the questions addressed in this volume. It is...
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Gene Delivery to Mammalian Cells: Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2003

	Highly experienced researchers describe in step-by-step detail methods that have proven most useful in delivering genes to mammalian cells. Volume 1: Nonviral Gene Transfer Techniques focuses on gene delivery by a variety of chemical and physical methods, including ultrasound, biolistics, peptides, PNA clamps, liposomes, microinjection,...
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DirectX Audio Exposed : Interactive Audio DevelopmentWordware Publishing, 2003
This text features a look into the most advanced interactive music and audio development system in history. DirectX Audio, a suite of tools and technologies allows software engineers and content creators to create interactive, adaptive audio content.

DirectX 0 Audio Exposed: Interactive Development features a look into the most...
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Programming ADO (Dv-Mps Programming)Microsoft Press, 2000
Programming ADO is much more than an ADO programmer's reference. Any  serious developer will tell you that a thorough understanding of ADO requires  more than just listing object names and their properties. ADO is a complex COM  front end on an even more complex OLE DB data access layer connecting to an  ever-growing number of...
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Optical Modeling and Simulation of Thin-Film Photovoltaic DevicesCRC Press, 2013

	In wafer-based and thin-film photovoltaic (PV) devices, the management of light is a crucial aspect of optimization since trapping sunlight in active parts of PV devices is essential for efficient energy conversions. Optical modeling and simulation enable efficient analysis and optimization of the optical situation in optoelectronic and PV...
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